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INTRODUCTION

Colonoscopy is a useful method for detecting and removing colorectal polyps, thereby reducing the incidence of colorectal cancer. The U.S. Preventive Service Task Force recommends screening colonoscopy for colorectal cancer from the age of 50 years old. However, the adherence to screening colonoscopy is lower than another tool, a fecal occult blood test. Patient-reported barriers to screening colonoscopy included fear of pain and concerns about bowel preparation and complications. Colonoscopy is associated with potentially serious complications of perforation and hemorrhage, as well as minor complications, including abdominal discomfort, bloating, nausea, diarrhea, and constipation. The incidence of minor complications after colonoscopy has been reported as between 24% and 32%, with most minor complications occurring within 7 days.

In recent years, the interest in the gut microbiome has increased and has attracted attention as the cause of various symptoms. The colon has the largest and most diverse bacterial flora in the human body, which is involved in digesting food, synthesizing vitamins and amino acids, preventing pathogen formation, regulating the immune system, and secretion of a fecal occult blood test.
gastrointestinal hormones and brain activity. In particular, dysbiosis of the gut microbiome have been demonstrated in various conditions including metabolic diseases, inflammatory diseases and cancers. Recently, several studies have shown that bowel preparation for colonoscopy could change the fecal microbial diversity and composition, and these effects could last up to 1 month. Bowel preparation also affects the change of gut metabolome but this is recovered within 14 days. To minimize these effects, bowel preparation using 2 separate dosages could be helpful as this results in fewer alterations to the gut microbiome than a single dose.

In this study, we hypothesized that the gut microbial diversity and composition before and after bowel preparation could affect the occurrence of minor complications after a colonoscopy. We aimed to identify the effect of gut microbiome on minor complications that might occur after a colonoscopy.

METHODS

1. Subjects and Stool Collection
The study protocol was approved by the Kosin University Gospel Hospital (IRB No. KUGH 2017-07-036). Between May 2018 and July 2019, a total of 24 healthy subjects were enrolled in this study conducted at Kosin University Gospel Hospital, Busan, Korea. Patients with a history of abdominal surgery, inflammatory bowel disease, or cancer were excluded. Patients who had taken laxatives, metoclopramide, tegaserod, proton pump inhibitor, or antibiotics within the month prior to sampling were also excluded. An investigator (J.H.K.) explained the aim and contents of the study in detail to the participants. All participants provided written informed consent before enrollment in this study. Their information, such as age, sex, alcohol and smoking history, comorbidities, previous colonoscopy experience, the reason for a colonoscopy, symptoms before colonoscopy including abdominal discomfort, bowel habit changes, hematochezia or melena, constipation or diarrhea, were collected using a questionnaire. Before bowel preparation for colonoscopy, all participants collected a stool using a fecal sample collector kit (Medi4U, Incheon, Korea) at home and were informed to store it immediately after collection at –20°C in a freezer. As soon as possible, the samples were transported to the laboratory of Kosin University Gospel Hospital, enclosed in an insulated foil pack with dry ice, and stored at –80°C in a deep-freezer. On the 7th and 28th day after the colonoscopy, all participants collected and submitted their stool in the same way. Af-

ter the collection of all samples, we transported them to Bioe leven Co., Ltd. (Seoul, Korea) to perform the analysis. On the 7th day after the colonoscopy, a questionnaire asking about any symptoms suffered was provided to participants. This included type, timing, frequency, and duration of the symptoms and was used to evaluate the occurrence of minor or severe complications after colonoscopy.

2. Bowel Preparation and Colonoscopy
All participants ingested 2 L of Coolprep (polyethylene glycol [PEG] solution with 20 g ascorbic acid; Taejoon Pharm, Seoul, Korea) between 7 and 9 PM on the day before the colonoscopy and the remaining 2 L in the morning at least 2 hours before the colonoscopy. Colonoscopic examinations were performed by 2 experienced endoscopists (Y.J.C. and H.J.K.). During the examination, the insertion time, withdrawal time, bowel preparation scale, and polyp detection were assessed. When a polyp was detected during the colonoscopic examination, a biopsy or polypectomy and histologic assessments were performed to identify the adenoma component.

3. Sample Preparation and Data Analysis
The total bacterial DNA was extracted from 200 mg of the stool sample using a QIAamp Fast DNA Stool Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), following the manufacturer’s instructions. The DNA concentration was measured using an ultraviolet-vis spectrophotometer (NanoDrop 2000c; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and quantified using a Quantifluor® ONE dsDNA System (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). All extracted DNA samples were stored at –20°C until use in further experiments. The V3-V4 region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene was amplified by primer sets F319 (5′-TCGTCGCGAGCTGTGTAGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCCTACGGGNGGCWGGCAG) and R806 (5′-GTCTCTCGTTCCCTGCTGCGACGGACTACHVGGGTATC-3′). The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) mixture contained 12.5 ng/µL DNA template, the KAPA HiFi Hotstart PCR Kit (Kapa Biosystems, Woburn, MA, USA), and 5 µM of each primer. PCR products were examined on a 2% agarose gel electrophoresis and purified using an AMPure XP magnetic bead (Beckman Coulter, High Wycombe, UK) based purification. The quality of purified products was measured by the Agilent Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). A secondary amplification to attach the Illumina Nextera barcodes (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) was then carried out using the i5 forward primer and the i7 reverse primer. The amplified products were puri-
ified using AMPure XP magnetic beads (Beckman Coulter) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The purified products were quantified using a QuantiFluor® ONE dsDNA System (Promega). The product size and quality were evaluated on a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent). The pooled libraries were sequenced using an Illumina MiSeq instrument with a MiSeq v3 Reagent Kit (Illumina, Inc).

4. Statistical Analysis
The data of the 16S rRNA gene sequences were quality filtered, aligned to the Silva database, and screened using the software mothur. Chimeric sequences were removed using uchime, and artificial erroneous reads were corrected using the pre cluster mothur subroutine. Taxonomic classification was carried out using the Ribosomal Database Project (training set version 14). The non-archaeal/bacterial sequence was removed based on the taxonomic classification results. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were estimated at a distance of 0.03 using the mothur subroutine cluster split. Alpha and beta-diversity analyses were used to assess biodiversity based on OTUs and visualized by ggplot utilizing the R software package (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS

1. Baseline Characteristics and Colonoscopic Outcomes
A total of 24 subjects was enrolled in this study. Their baseline characteristics and colonoscopic outcomes are summarized in Table 1. The mean age of all participants was 42.8 ± 11.9 years old, and 10 subjects (41.7%) were male. Eight subjects reported their reason for colonoscopy as abdominal discomfort, constipation, loose form stools, or anal bleeding, whereas 16 subjects wanted to undergo a screening colonoscopy. During the colonoscopic examination, the mean insertion time was 267 ± 138 seconds, the mean withdrawal time was 687 ± 320 seconds, and the cecal intubation success rate was 100%. Colon polyps were detected in 11 subjects (average number of polyps per subject: 2.7 ± 1.7). All detected polyps were removed by polypectomy.

2. Minor Complications after Colonoscopy
During the colonoscopic examination, immediate complications, including bleeding and perforation, did not occur. Delayed bleeding and perforation were also not reported. In the questionnaire on the 7th day after the colonoscopy, 5 of the 24 subjects (20.8%) reported that they had undergone minor complications, including abdominal pain, abdominal distension, constipation or diarrhea. Only 2 of the 8 subjects who had any symptoms at the time of enrollment had minor complications after colonoscopy. Most of the symptoms did not last up to 24 hours, but 1 patient needed medication including probiotics, to relieve their symptoms. The reported minor complications of the 5 subjects are summarized in Table 2.

3. Correlation between Minor Complications and Microbial Diversity and Distribution
We hypothesized that gut microbiota could affect the occurrence of minor complications after colonoscopy. All subjects were divided into 2 groups according to the absence or presence of minor complications; the no complication group and complication group, respectively. Then, we assessed the alpha-diversity and beta-diversity to examine the microbial diversity and distribution of each stool sample. Stool samples were taken before bowel preparation, on the 7th day after colonoscopy and the 28th day after colonoscopy. As shown in Fig. 1, the alpha-diversity of the initial stool samples before bowel preparation in the no complication group was higher than that of the complication group. The microbial diversity of the no compli-
Fig. 1. Box plot for the alpha-diversity of bacterial communities in the 2 groups—no complication group (NC) and complication group (C)—according to the timing of the stool collection (1, before bowel preparation; 2, on the 7th day after colonoscopy; 3, on the 28th day after colonoscopy). The box plot presents the full range of values obtained from the source data. The ggplot of the R software package was used for visualization (*P<0.05).

4. Correlation between Minor Complications and Microbial Composition

Interestingly, in the comparison of microbial composition at the phylum level, we found that the *Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes* ratio of the initial stool samples before bowel preparation in the complication group was significantly higher than that in the no complication group (Figs 3, 4). As shown in Fig. 3, *Firmicutes* occupied most of the composition of the stool samples before bowel preparation in the complication group, and after bowel preparation, the *Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes* ratio decreased. The original *Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes* ratio had recovered by the 28th day after colonoscopy. Contrastingly, the *Firmicutes/
Bacteroidetes ratio in the no complication group did not change between the samples taken before bowel preparation and on the 7th and 28th days after the colonoscopy. In the comparison of microbial composition at the genus level, the results show a similar pattern as those at the phylum level (Supplementary Fig. 1). The microbial composition at the phylum and genus level of all subjects are provided in Supplementary Fig. 2.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we found that the initial gut microbial composition and diversity before bowel preparation between groups that had or did not have minor complications after colonoscopy was different. The Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio in the group who had minor complications decreased after bowel preparation. Based on these results, we propose that the distinct change of Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio after bowel preparation in subjects who have initially possessed Firmicutes dominantly could affect the occurrence of minor complications after colonoscopy. Before bowel preparation, these subjects might need to correct their gut microbial composition that consists dominantly of Firmicutes. This could help to reduce minor complications after colonoscopy.

Bowel preparation for colonoscopy is commonly considered safe for a generally healthy person. Bowel preparation using solutions, such as PEG, causes an increase in the amount of water in the gastrointestinal tract and washes out the luminal contents, including fecal material. These alterations result in the bowel movements increasing to flush out bacteria and disrupt bacterial adherence to the gut mucosa. Bowel preparation could affect the quality and production of the protective mucus layer in the colon and cause diarrhea or constipation.

After a colonoscopy, minor complications including abdominal discomfort, bloating, nausea, diarrhea, and constipation can occur. While the majority of these symptoms are mild and...
self-limited, patients who have adverse events after colonoscopy are less willing to undergo the procedure again. There are several explanations for the development of minor complications after colonoscopy. Increased sensitivity to colonic manipulation or poor bowel preparation results in a longer insertion time, which requires more air insufflation or additional technical manipulation to reach the cecum. Individuals found to have polyps or other abnormalities have longer biopsies or polypectomy. In this study, the total examination time including insertion time and withdrawal time in subjects with minor complications after colonoscopy was not longer than the mean total examination time of subjects except for 1 individual. In subjects with minor complications after colonoscopy, 2 individuals underwent a polypectomy, but 3 individuals did not. All subjects with minor complications after colonoscopy had different baseline characteristics including age, sex, alcohol and smoking history, and comorbidities, as shown in Table 2.

The Firmicutes are a phylum of bacteria, which mostly have a Gram-positive cell wall structure. Firmicutes, along with Bacteroidetes, are one of the most abundant bacteria in the human gut. In several studies, the Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio is seen to be increased in obese individuals compared to lean controls, and a higher abundance of Firmicutes has been linked to more adiposity and body weight. In patients with irritable bowel syndrome, the Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio has been reported to be linked to both a higher and lower ratio. The ratio of Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes evolves throughout life and the alteration of the Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio may be involved in metabolic diseases including obesity. In this study, we found that subjects with minor complications after colonoscopy had an initially high abundance of Firmicutes and the ratio of Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes decreased after bowel preparation. Although further studies are needed to evaluate the correlation with other factors related to colonoscopic examination, these findings suggest that the initial abundance of Firmicutes and distinct decrease of the Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio after bowel preparation could affect the occurrence of minor complications after colonoscopy.

This study has several limitations. First, this study was conducted only on residents in a single center. Therefore, these results may not represent populations in other cities and countries. However, these data might contribute to the basic concept of correlations between gut microbiota and minor complications after colonoscopy. Second, 8 subjects enrolled in this study reported that they had symptoms such as abdominal discomfort, constipation, loose form stools, or anal bleeding before colonoscopy. However, their symptoms were not matched with Rome IV criteria for diagnosing irritable bowel syndrome. Third, we have not performed a regression analysis for the occurrence of minor complications, which assesses the association of gut microbiota and colonoscopy related outcomes, including colonoscope insertion and withdrawal time and colon polypectomy. Further studies are needed to clarify the relationship of these factors on minor complications after colonoscopy.

In conclusion, we found that gut microbial composition and diversity before and after bowel preparation could affect the occurrence of minor complications after colonoscopy. Based on our results, we propose that an assessment of gut microbiota before bowel preparation is needed. An intervention with probiotic treatment might be considered in subjects who possess Firmicutes dominant stools before bowel preparation. Further metagenome-wide association studies will be required to clarify the usefulness of evaluating gut microbiota on the occurrence of minor complications after colonoscopy.
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Supplementary Fig. 1. Composition of bacterial communities at the genus level in the 2 groups—no complication group (NC) and complication group (C)—according to the timing of the stool collection (1, before bowel preparation; 2, on the 7th day after colonoscopy; 3, on the 28th day after colonoscopy).
Supplementary Fig. 2. (A) Comparison of the microbial composition at the phylum level in all subjects. (B) Comparison of the microbial composition at the genus level in all subjects. NC, no complication group; C, complication group.